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Ž .A Banach space E is said to be symmetrically regular if every continuous
Ž .symmetric linear mapping from E to E9 is weakly compact. For a complex
Ž .Banach space E and a complex Banach algebra F, let H E, F denote the algebrab
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of holomorphic mappings from E to F which are bounded on bounded sets. We
Ž . Ž Ž . .endow H E, F with the usual Frechet topology. M H E, F , F denotes the set´b b
Ž .of all non-null continuous homomorphisms from H E, F to F. A subset of Gb EF
on which the extension of Zalduendo is multiplicative is presented and it is shown
Ž Ž . .that, in general, the sets G and M H E, F , F do not coincide. We prove thatEF b
if E is symmetrically regular and every continuous linear mapping from E to F is
Ž Ž . .weakly compact then there exists an analytic structure on M H E, F , F . Qb
2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Banach algebra; holomorphic mapping; homomorphism; analytic
structure.
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Recall that a Banach space F is said to be a complex Banach algebra if
Ž .F is a not necessarily commutative complex algebra with unit element
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 / 0, such that xy F x ? y for all x, y g F and 1 s 1. If F andF F
Ž .X are Banach algebras, M X, F denotes the set of all non-zero continu-
Ž .ous homomorphisms from X into F. In particular M X, C is denoted by
Ž .M X . For a complex Banach space E and a complex Banach algebra F,
Ž .let H E, F denote the Frechet algebra of holomorphic mappings from E´b
to F of bounded type, i.e., which are bounded on bounded subsets of E,
with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets. The set of all
Ž .non-zero continuous homomorphisms from H E, F into F ,b
Ž Ž . . Ž .M H E, F , F , is called the generalized spectrum of H E, F .b b
Ž . w xThe spectrum M X is studied in 11 for several algebras X, in
Ž .particular for X s H E, F , generalizing some results given by Aron et al.b
w x5 . The relation between the Arens regularity of E and the analytic
Ž Ž .. w xstructure of M H E has been studied in 6 . In trying to get an analyticb
Ž Ž .. w xstructure on M H E, F , in the same sense as the results in 6 , someb
difficulties are encountered in working with vector-valued functions and
scalar homomorphisms. It seems more natural to study the homomor-
Ž .phisms from H E, F into F. We will be interested in finding someb
Ž Ž . .conditions on E and F under which M H E, F , F has a natural analyticb
structure.
As usual, the Banach space of all continuous linear mappings from E
Ž . Ž Ž . .into F is denoted by L E, F . Let G s L L E, F , F . It is known thatEF
G is a complex Banach space when endowed with the usual operatorEF
w xnorm. This space is presented in 20 by Zalduendo as the canonical
Ž .candidate to extend holomorphically the elements of H E, F . Whenb
F s C, we have G s E0 and Zalduendo’s extension coincides with thatEF
w xof Aron and Berner 3 .
This paper is organized in the following way: In the second section we
establish a relation between the Zalduendo extension and Nicodemi se-
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quences. We describe some elements of G that allow us to connect theEF
Zalduendo extension with the Aron]Berner extension and with the Arens
extension. As a consequence we prove that the second transpose of a
homomorphism is again a homomorphism. The third section is devoted to
Ž Ž . .studying the generalized spectrum M H E, F , F , and we present a setb
on which the extension of Zalduendo is multiplicative. Finally, in the
fourth section we prove that if E is a symmetrically regular Banach space
Ž . Ž .and L E, F s L E, F then there exists an analytic structure onw K
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F . Also if E is symmetrically regular and F is a complexb
Banach algebra which is regular then there exists an analytic structure on
Ž Ž . .M H E, F0 , F0 .b
If E is a Banach space and E9 is its topological dual we will denote the
Ž . Žk .weak-star topology w E9, E as w*. By L E, F , we denote the space ofs
all continuous symmetric k-linear mappings f : Ek “ F, endowed with the
5 5 Ž5 Ž .5 5 5 5 5.usual norm f s sup f x , x , . . . , x r x ??? x .x / 0, x / 0, . . . , x / 0 1 2 k 1 k1 2 k
The space of all continuous k-homogeneous polynomials P from E into F
5 5 Ž5 Ž .5 5 5 k .endowed with the usual norm P s sup P x r x is denoted byx / 0
Žk . Žk . Žk .P E, F . We recall that L E, F and P E, F are Banach spaces ands
that there is a bijection, which is a topological isomorphism, between these
Žk . Žk .spaces. An element P g P E, F corresponds to f g L E, F under thiss
Ž . Ž .bijection if P x s f x, . . . , x for all x g E. For background information
w xon holomorphic functions in infinite dimension we refer to Dineen 9 or
w xto Mujica 14 .
2. THE EXTENSION ON GEF
Ž .We will say that a net T in G is s-convergent to T g G if ford d g L EF EF
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .each u g L E, F we have that T u converges to T u with respectd d g L
sŽ .to the weak topology w F, F9 . If U ; G , then U denotes the closureEF
in the topology s.
Žk .Let f g L E, F , x , x , . . . , x g E and T g G . For p s 1, 2, . . . ,s 1 2 k EF
Ž .k y 1 we define a continuous and symmetric k y p -linear mapping
kyp Ž . Ž .f : E “ F by f x , . . . , x s f x , x , . . . , x . For kx , . . ., x x , . . . , x pq1 k 1 2 k1 p 1 p w xG 1 and each T g G , Zalduendo defines in 20, Proposition 1 theEF
k ky1Ž . Ž .continuous linear operator T from L E, F into L E, F given bys s
Ž .Ž . Ž .T f x , . . . , x s T f . If T , T , . . . , T g G the Zal-1 ky1 x , . . . , x 1 2 k EF1 ky1 kduendo extension f of f is the continuous k-linear mapping from GEF
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž w xinto F given by f T , . . . , T s T ( ??? (T f see 20, Definition 1 for1 k 1 k
.details .
w xNicodemi sequences were introduced in 16 . For their description we
w xfollow 10 . Given E, F, G Banach spaces and a continuous linear operator
Ž . Ž . Ž .R : L E, F “ L G, F , the corresponding Nicodemi sequence R1 m mg N
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beginning with R is defined by induction as follows. Given m G 21
R : L mE, F “ L mG, FŽ . Ž .m s s
Žm .is the mapping which takes f g L E, F intos
tty1R f s I R ( R ( I f ,Ž .Ž .m my1 my1 1 my1
where, in general for X, Y and Z Banach spaces, the mapping
Ippqq p qL X , Y “ L X , L X , YŽ . Ž .Ž .s s s
Ž .Ž . Ž . Žpqq . p qis defined by I A x y s A x, y for all A g L X, Y , x g X , y g Xp s
Žp Žq .. t Žq Žp ..and for each A g L X, L Y, Z the mapping A g L Y, L X, Z iss s s s
tŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . p qdefined by A y x s A x y , x g X , y g Y .
In the next proposition we prove that the Zalduendo extension for
continuous symmetric m-linear mappings from E into F coincides with
Ž . Ž . Ž .the Nicodemi sequence R where R : L E, F “ L G , F ism mg N 1 EF
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by R u T [ T u , for all T g G and u g L E, F .1 EF
mŽ .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f g L E, F . Then the Zalduendo extension fs
Ž .of f coincides with R f .m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Proof. Let R : L E, F “ L G , F defined by R u T [ u T s1 EF 1
Ž . Ž .T u , for every T g G and every u g L E, F .EF
Assuming that R f s f, the Zalduendo extension of f, for all f gm
m mq1Ž . Ž .L E, F , we will prove that R f s f for all f g L E, F .s mq1 s
Žmq 1 . Ž . mLet f g L E, F , T , . . . , T , S g G . Put T s T , . . . , T g G .s 1 m EF 1 m EF
So
tty1R f T , S s I R ( R ( I f T , S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mq 1 m m 1 m
y1Ž Ž . t. t Žmq 1 .where I R ( R ( I f g L G , F andm m 1 m s EF
t tt ty1I R ( R ( I f T , S s R ( R ( I f T SŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m 1 m m 1 m
ts R ( R ( I f S TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .m 1 m
ts R R ( I f S T .Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1 m
Ž . tŽ . Žm .Since R ( I f S g L E, F and by using the induction hypothesis we1 m s
get
t tR R ( I f S T s T (T ( ??? (T R ( I f S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1 m 1 2 m 1 m
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On the other hand, for x g Em we have
tR (I f S x s R (I f x S sR I f x S sS I f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 m 1 m 1 m m
m Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Since I f : E “ L E, F is given by I f x y s f x, y s f y form m x
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .all y g E, we have that I f x s f and so S I f x s S f . By them x m x
w x Ž .Ž . Ž .proof of 20, Proposition 2 we also have S f x s S f . Thereforex
t tŽ . Ž . Ž . wŽ . Ž .xŽ .R ( I f S s S f and R R ( I f S T s T ( T (1 m m 1 m 1 2
Ž .??? (T (S f .m
Now we will describe some elements of G , so that we can find inEF
Section 3 a set on which the Zalduendo extension is multiplicative.
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..Let a : E = L F, F “ G be defined by a x, c u s c u x forEF
Ž . Ž .every u g L E, F . Since for each x g E and each c g L F, F
5 5 5 5 5 5a x , c u s c u x F c ? u ? xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . 5 Ž .5then a x, c g G . Moreover, it is not difficult to prove that a x, cEF
5 5 5 5s c ? x .
By taking pairs of spaces E and F such that every continuous linear
mapping from E into F is weakly compact, we can define an extension of
a , which we shall also denote by a , as
a : E0 = L F , F “ G , a z , c u s c ut t zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .EF
Ž . Ž . t tfor all u g L E, F , z g E0, and c g L F, F where u is the second
transpose of u which is a mapping from E0 into F by the Gantmacher]
w Ž .xNakamura theorem 12, Sect. 42.2 2 . If c is the identity I from F into F
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5then we write a z instead of a z, I for every z g E0. Since a z s z
for every z g E0, we can consider E0 as a closed subspace of G . We willEF
Ž .denote by L E, F the space of all weakly compact linear mappingsw K
from E into F.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E be a Banach space and let F be a complex
Ž . Ž .Banach algebra such that L E, F s L E, F . The following hold:w K
1. a is a continuous bilinear map of norm 1 and its linearization a L:
Ž .E0 m L F, F “ G is injecti¤e.EF
sŽ  4. Ž . 42. a E0 = c ; a E = c for all c g L F, F .Ž .
Ž  4. Ž .  43. a : E0 R 0 = M F, F “ G R 0 is injecti¤e.EF
Ž .Proof. 1 For w g E9 and b g F, w m b denotes the continuous
Ž . Ž .linear mapping from E into F defined by w m b x s w x ? b for every
Ž . LŽ .x g E. Given T g E0 m L F, F such that a T s 0, we can find a finite
 4sequence of linearly independent elements z , . . . , z ; E0 and another1 k
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 4 Ž . kfinite sequence c , . . . , c ; L F, F such that T s Ý z m c . If we1 k js1 j j
 4 Ž .take w , . . . , w ; E9 such that w z s d for i, j s 1, . . . , k, then1 k i j i, j
LŽ .Ž . Ž .0 s a T w m b s c b for all b g F and all i s 1, . . . , k. Thus T s 0.i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Let z g E0 and c g L F, F . Then there exists a net x in thed
5 5 Ž . Ž .closed z -ball of E such that x w E0, E9 -converges to z. Now, sinced
Ž . t t Ž .for each w g L E, F its second transpose w : E0 “ F is w E0, E9 -
Ž . Ž t tŽ .. Ž . t tŽ .w F, F9 -continuous, w x w F, F9 -converges to w z in F. So, sinced
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž t tŽ ...each c g L F, F is w F, F9 -w F, F9 -continuous then c w xd
Ž .w F , F 9t t 6Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .w F, F9 -converges to c w z in F. Hence a x , c wd
sŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a z, c w , and therefore a x , c “ a z, c . Consequently a z, cd
s 4g a E = c .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  4. Ž . Ž .3 Let z , c , z , c g E0 R 0 = M F, F such that a z , c1 1 2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž t tŽ .. Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž t tŽ ..s a z , c . So c u z s a z , c u s a z , c u s c u z2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž .for every u g L E, F . In particular, for each w g E9 and each b g F we
ŽŽ . t tŽ .. ŽŽ . t tŽ ..have that c w m b z s c w m b z . Therefore1 1 2 2
w t t z ? c b s w t t z ? c b . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
This implies that z s z . If z s l z for some complex number l / 1 we1 2 2 1
t tŽ . Ž . Ž .take w g E9 such that w z s 1; then by 2.1 we have that c b s1 1
Ž .lc b for every b g F. However, since c and c are non-null homo-2 1 2
 4morphisms it follows that l s 1. This is a contradiction. If z , z is1 2
t tŽ .linearly independent, there exists w g E9 such that w z s 1 and1
t tŽ . Ž .w z s 0; also by 2.1 we have c s 0, a contradiction. Finally, again2 1
Ž .from 2.1 , it follows that c s c .1 2
LEMMA 2.3. Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a complex
Ž .Banach algebra. For each x g E, c g L F, F , and T g G we ha¤eEF
a x , c (T s c ( T (a x .Ž . Ž .Ž .
kŽ . Ž .Proof. We first prove that a x , c f s c (f for all f g L E, F .Ž . x s
Žk .For f g L E, F we haves
a x , c f y , . . . , yŽ . Ž . Ž .1 ky1
s a x , c f s c f x s c f y , . . . , y , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .y , . . . , y y , . . . , y 1 ky11 ky1 1 ky1
s c f y , . . . , y s c (f y , . . . , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x 1 ky1 x 1 ky1
Ž .for all y , . . . , y g E; hence a x , c f s c (f .Ž .1 ky1 x
Ž . Ž .In particular, since a x s a x, I , I being the identity on F, we have
kŽ . Ž .a x f s f for all f g L E, F .Ž . x s
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Ž . Ž . Ž wFrom these equalities and since T f s T f see 20, proof ofx x
x.Proposition 2 it follows that
a x , c (T f s a x , c T f s c ( T f s c ( T fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .x x
s c ( T (a x f s c ( T (a x fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
kŽ . Ž .for all f g L E, F . Therefore a x , c (T s c ( T (a x .Ž . Ž .s
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a
complex Banach algebra.
Žk .  41. Let f g L E, F . Gi¤en j g 1, . . . , k , choose x , . . . , x g E,s 1 jy1
Ž .c , . . . , c g L F, F , and T , . . . , T g G . Then the linear mapping A1 jy1 jq1 k EF
Ž . Ž Ž .from G into F defined by A T s f a x , c , . . . ,E F j 1 1
Ž . . Ž .a x , c , T , T , . . . , T is s-w F, F9 -continuous.jy1 jy1 j jq1 k
skŽ . Ž .2. For each f g L E, F , c g L F, F , and T g a E = c , 4Ž .s j j j
j s 1, . . . , k,
f T , . . . , T s c ??? c w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k 1 k ž sžž Ž .a x “T1, d 11
y lim f x , . . . , x .Ž .1, d k , d /1 ks / /Ž .a x “Tk , d kk
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 The conclusion is true for k s 1. If f g L E, F then
s
Ž . Ž . Ž .f T s T f . So, if T is a net in G such that T “ T , thend EF d
Ž .w F , F 9
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .T f “ T f in F; hence f T w F, F9 -converges to f T .d d
Žk .Now, for f g L E, F by applying Lemma 2.3 we haves
A T s f a x , c , . . . , a x , c , T , T , . . . , TŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .j 1 1 jy1 jy1 j jq1 k
s a x , c ( ??? (a x , c (T ( ??? (T fŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /1 1 jy1 jy1 j k
s c (c ( ??? (cž 1 2 jy1
( T ( ??? (T (a x (a x ( ??? (a x fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / /j k 1 2 jy1
s c (c ( ??? (c T ( ??? (T f T ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /1 2 jy1 jq1 k x , x , . . . , x jž /1 2 jy1
Ž .for fixed x , x , . . . , x g E, c , c , . . . , c g L F, F , and T , . . . , T1 2 jy1 1 2 jy1 jq1 k
Ž . Ž .g G . Since c (c ( ??? (c is w F, F9 -w F, F9 -continuous, the con-EF 1 2 jy1
clusion follows from the case k s 1.
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Ž .2 Part 2 can be obtained from part 1,
f T , . . . , T s w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k
sŽ .a x “T1, d 11
y lim f a x , c , . . . , a x , cŽ . Ž .Ž .1, d 1 k , d k1 ksŽ .a x “Tk , d kk
s c c ??? c w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž .1 2 k žžž d1
y lim f x , . . . , x ,Ž .1, d k , d /1 k / /dk
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.5. 1 For every Banach space E and every reflexive
Ž . Ž .Banach space F we have L E, F s L E, F .w K
Let F be a Banach space which contains no copy of c .0
Ž . Ž .2 For a locally compact Hausdorff space T , C T denotes the0
Banach algebra of all continuous complex functions vanishing at infinity in
Ž Ž . .T , endowed with the supremum norm. We have L C T , F s0
Ž Ž . . Ž w x.L C T , F see, e.g., 17, Theorem 13 .w K 0
Ž . w x3 If T is a compact Hausdorff space then, by 18 for all n g N,
Ž .every continuous n-homogeneous polynomial from C T into F is com-
pact if and only if T is dispersed.
Now, let us suppose that F is a dual space; i.e., F s X 9 for some complex
Ž . Ž . Ž .Banach space X. Then since each u g L E, X 9 is w E, E9 -w X 9, X 0 -
Ž . Ž .continuous and so uniformly w E, E9 -w X 9, X -continuous we can define
an extension u of it from E0 into X 9 byˆ
u z s w X 9, X y lim u x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ dŽ .w E0 , E9 6
x zd
5 5 5 5x F zd
Ž . Ž .for all z g E0 being x ; E a net which w E0, E9 -converges to z suchd
5 5 5 5that x F z for all d.d
Ž . 5 5 5 5It is not difficult to show that u g L E0, X 9 and u s u .ˆ ˆ
So, it is possible to get others elements in G via the mapping b :E X 9
Ž X X . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..E0 = L X , X “ G given by b z, c u s c u z , for all u gˆw* w* E X 9
Ž . Ž X X . Ž X X .L E, X 9 , z g E0, and c g L X , X , where L X , X is the subsetw* w* w* w*
Ž . Ž . Ž .of L X 9, X 9 of all elements which are w X 9, X -w X 9, X -continuous.
Ž X X .The space L X , X is a Banach space when endowed with the inducedw* w*
Ž . 5 Ž .Ž .5 5 5 5 5 5 5norm of L X 9, X 9 . Since b z, c u F c ? u ? z , for all u gˆ
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Ž . Ž X X . Ž .L E, X 9 , z g E0, and c g L X , X , then b z, u g G . It is alsow* w* E X 9
5 Ž .5 5 5 5 5easy to prove that b z, c s c ? z for every z g E0 and every
Ž X X . Ž X X . Ž .c g M X , X [ L X , X l M X 9, X 9 .w* w* w* w*
Let s* denote the topology on G defined like the s-topology, at theE X 9
Ž . Ž .beginning of Section 2, replacing the topology w F, F9 by w X 9, X .
ŽWe now can establish results analogous to Proposition 2.2 where we
Ž . Ž ..can drop the assumption L E, F s L E, F , Lemma 2.3, and Proposi-w K
tion 2.4.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let E be a complex Banach space and let X 9 be a
Ž X X .complex Banach algebra with predual X. Let b : E0 = L X , X “ Gw* w* E X 9
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .defined by b z, c u s c u z , for all u g L E, X 9 , z g E0, and c gˆ
Ž X X .L X , X . Then the following hold:w* w*
1. b is a continuous bilinear map of norm one and its linearization b L:
Ž X X .E0 m L X , X “ G is injecti¤e.w* w* E X 9
s* X XŽ  4. Ž . 42. b E0 = c ; b E = c , for all c g L X , X .Ž . w* w*
Ž  4. Ž X X .  43. b : E0 R 0 = M X X “ G R 0 is injecti¤e.w* w* E X 9
Žk .  44. Let f g L E, X 9 . Gi¤en j g 1, . . . , k , choose x , . . . , x g E,s 1 jy1
Ž .c , . . . , c g L X 9, X 9 , and T , . . . , T g G . Then the linear map-1 jy1 jq1 k E X 9
Ž . Ž Ž .ping A from G into X 9 defined by A T s f b x , c , . . . ,E X 9 j 1 1
Ž . . Ž .b x , c , T , T , . . . , T is s*-w X 9, X 0 -continuous.jy1 jy1 j jq1 k
Žk . Ž X X .5. For each f g L E, X 9 , c g L X , X , and Ts j w * w * js*
g b E = c , j s 1, . . . , k 4Ž .j
f T , . . . , T s c ??? c w X 9, X y lim ??? w X 9, XŽ . Ž . Ž .1 k 1 k ž s*ž Ž .b x “ T11, d1
y lim f x , . . . , x .Ž .1, d k , d1 k /s* / 0Ž .b x “ Tkk , dk
w xArens in 1, 2, 3.2 Theorem proved the following result.
ARENS EXTENSION THEOREM. Gi¤en X, Y, and Z Banach spaces, any
continuous bilinear map m: X = Y “ Z can be extended to a continuous
bilinear map m***: X 0 = Y 0 “ Z0 with the same norm, by applying the
Žadjoint operation three times m*: Z9 = X “ Y 9 is defined for f g Z9,
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ...x g X, and y g Y, by m* f , x y s f m x, y . Moreo¤er, for a fixed
Ž . Ž . Ž .y0 g Y 0 the map m*** y, y0 : X 0 “ Z0 is w X 0, X 9 y w Z0, Z9 -
Ž .continuous and for each fixed x g X the map m*** x, y : Y 0 “ Z0 is
Ž . Ž .w Y 0, Y 9 y w Z0, Z9 -continuous.
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 Ž .4 Ž .Hence, given x0 g X 0, a net x : a g A, F ; X w X 0, X 9 -conver-a
 Ž .4 Ž .gent to x0, y0 g Y 0, and a net y : b g B, F ; Y w Y 0, Y 9 -convergentb
to y0, we have
m*** x0 , y0 s w* y lim m*** x , y0Ž . Ž .a
w*
x “ x 0a
s w* y lim w* y lim m*** x , y .Ž .a b
w* w*
x “ x 0 y “ y 0a b
Thus,
m*** x0 , y0 s w* y lim w* y lim m x , y . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .a b
w* w*
y “ y 0x “ x 0 ba
Ž .In particular if F is a Banach algebra with product m x, y s x ? y, its
bidual F0 can be endowed with a structure of Banach algebra with
product m*** satisfying the properties stated above. The unity in F
remains a unity in F0. This product is called the Arens’ product.
Remark 2.7. Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a complex
Banach algebra. Endowed with the Arens’ product, F0 is a Banach algebra
Ž Y Y .with predual F9. So we may consider the mapping b : E0 = L F , F “w* w*
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .G defined by b z, c u s c u z , for all u g L E, F0 , z g E0, andˆEF 0
Ž Y Y .c g L F , F , where u: E0 “ F0 is the extension of u: E “ F0 de-ˆw* w*
fined by
Yu z s w F , F9 y lim u x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ dYŽ .w E , E9 6
x zd
5 5 5 5x F zd
It is clear that b satisfies Proposition 2.6. For every k g N we are going to
Žk . Žk .consider L E, F as a subset of L E, F0 . If we take the identity I ons s
Ž . Ž .F0, z , . . . , z g E0, x a net in E w E0, E9 -convergent to z , for1 k j, d jj
Ž .j s 1, . . . , k and we make the natural identification b z , I ’ z forj j
Žk .j s 1, . . . , k, then for each f g L E, F we have, by Proposition 2.6.4,s
Y Yf z , . . . , z s w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k YŽ .w E , E9 6
x z11, d1
y lim f x , . . . , x . 2.3Ž . Ž .1, d k , dY 1 kŽ .w E , E9 6
x zkk , dk
Thus, the restriction of the Zalduendo extension to E0 is nothing more
Ž .than the Aron]Berner extension, which in turn, by 2.2 , coincides with the
Arens original extension when applied to bilinear mappings. We remark
Ž . w xthat 2.3 extends to the vector valued case of the formulation given in 6
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Žthis formulation is a straightforward consequence of the way that the
w x.Aron]Berner extension is presented in 7 .
Ž .We conclude the section by showing that M F, F is ‘‘a subset’’ of
Ž Y Y .M F , F .w* w*
Ž . t tPROPOSITION 2.8. For e¤ery c g M F, F its second transpose c g
Ž Y Y .M F , F .w* w*
Ž . t t Ž Y Y . t tProof. Given c g M F, F , we have c g L F , F and c is w* yw* w*
w*-continuous. If we combine this fact with the Arens extension theorem
 Ž .4and we take x0, y0 g F0 and nets x : a g A, F ; F w*-convergent toa
 Ž .4x0 and y : b g B, F ; F w*-convergent to y0, we getb
c t t x0 ? y0Ž .
s c t t lim x ? y0 s c t t w* y lim x ? y0Ž .a až / ž /ž /w* w*
x “ x 0 x “ x 0a a
s w* y lim c t t x ? y0 s w* y lim c t t x ? lim yŽ .a a bž /ž /w* w* w*
x “ x 0 y “ y 0x “ x 0 a ba
s w* y lim c t t w* y lim x ? ya bž /w* w*
x “ x 0 y “ y 0a b
s w* y lim w* y lim c t t x ? yŽ .a b
w* w*
y “ y0x “ x 0 ba
s w* y lim w* y lim c x ? c yŽ . Ž .a b
w* w*
x “ x 0 y “ y 0a b
s w* y lim c x ? w* y lim c yŽ . Ž .a bž /w* w*
x “ x 0 y “ y 0a b
s w* y lim c x ? c t t y0 s c t t x0 ? c t t y0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a
w*
x “ x 0a
Ž .3. THE GENERALIZED SPECTRUM OF H E, Fb
Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a complex Banach
algebra. By Proposition 2.4 we can describe the Zalduendo extension as an
iterated limit on a subset of G . We restrict our attention to a smallerEF
Ž Ž . .subset of G in order to get elements of M H E, F , F .EF b
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s 4We define U s D a E = c . In the followingŽ .EF c g M ŽF , F ., csc ( c
proposition we prove that the Zalduendo extension is multiplicative on
Ž Ž . .U ; i.e., U is a subset of M H E, F , F . In the next proposition weEF EF b
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .assume that M H E, F , F has the topology induced by L H E, F , Fb b
endowed with the strong topology.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a
complex Banach algebra. There exists a continuous injecti¤e mapping d :
Ž Ž . .U “ M H E, F , F .EF b
w xProof. From 20, Definition 2 and Proposition 3 the Zalduendo exten-
sion
f g H E, F “ f g H G , FŽ . Ž .b b EF
‘Ž . Ž . Ždefined by f T s Ý P f 0 T is a linear continuous mapping whereŽ .ns0 n
Ž . Žn .P f 0 g P E, F denotes the nth term in the Taylor series expansion ofn
. Ž .f at 0 and T g G . Then, for each bounded subset A of H E, F itEF b
 4follows that f : f g A is also bounded; hence, given r G 1, there exists
5 Ž .5 5 5M ) 0 such that f T F M for all T g G such that T F 4er and allEF
Ž Ž . .f g A. Another consequence is that the mapping d : G “ L H E, F , FEF b
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..defined by d T f [ d f [ f T T g G , f g H E, F is well de-T EF b
5 5 5fined. Now, consider T , T g G such that T F r, j s 1, 2 and T y1 2 EF j 1
5 w xT F r. By 9, Lemma 1.10 we have2
d T f y d T fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
‘ ‘ nn
n n 5 5F P f 0 T y P f 0 T F r 2 T y T P f 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn 1 n 2 1 2 nn!ns1 ns1
n‘ 1
5 5 5 5 5 5F T y T sup P f 0 T : T F 4er F M T y TŽ . Ž . 4Ý 1 2 n 1 2ž /2ns1
for all f g A. Hence d is continuous. We are going to check that its
Ž . Ž Ž . .restriction to U , also called d , satisfies that d U ; M H E, F , F .EF EF b
To do this, it is enough to check that for each T g U , d is multiplica-EF T
tive when restricted to the homogeneous polynomials from E into F.
Žk . Žr . Žk .Let P g P E, F and Q g P E,F and let f g L E, F and f g1 s 2
Žr .L E, F be the respective associated symmetric multilinear mappings.s
Ž .Then, f ? f is a k q r -linear mapping and for each x g E we have1 2
kqr
f ? f x , . . . , x s P x ? Q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 2
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Now, we set
1
f x , . . . , x s f ? f x , . . . , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1 kqr 1 2 s Ž1. s Žkqr .k q r !Ž . sgSkqr
for every x , x , . . . , x g E, where S denotes the set of permutations1 2 kqr kqr
of the first k q r natural numbers. Thus
f x , . . . , xŽ .1 kqr
1
s f x , . . . , x ? f x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ý 1 s Ž1. s Žk . 2 s Žkq1. s Žkqr .k q r !Ž . sgSkqr
kqrkq rŽ . Ž .for every x , x , . . . , x g E. We have f g L E, F and f x , . . . , x1 2 kqr s
Ž .Ž .s P ? Q x .
s Ž . 4Let T g U . Then T g a E m c , for some c g M F, F withŽ .EF
kqr
Ž . Ž .c (c s c . We know that P ? Q T s f T , . . . , T . Since T is an element
of U , Proposition 2.4 applies and this extension can be written as anEF
iterated limit. Thus we have
kq rP ? Q T s c w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž . Ž .ž
d1
y lim f x , . . . , x , . . . , xŽ .1, d k , d kqr , d /1 k kq rdkqr
1
kq rs c w F , F9Ž .Ýž k q r !Ž . sgSkqr
ylim ??? w F , F9 y lim f x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ž 1 s Ž1. , d s Žk . , ds Ž1. s Žk .d d1 kqr
?f x , . . . , x .Ž . .2 s Žkq1. , d s Žkqr . , ds Žkq1. s Žkq r . /
Ž . Ž .Now, since the product in F is separately w F, F9 -w F, F9 -continuous,
we have
1
kq rP ? Q T s c w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýž k q r ! dŽ . 1sgSkqr
y lim f x , . . . , x w F , F9 y lim ??? w F , F9Ž . Ž .Ž .1 s Ž1. , d s Žk . , ds Ž1. s Žk .d dkqr 1
y lim f x , . . . , x 3.1Ž .Ž .2 s Žkq1. , d s Žkqr . , ds Žkq1. s Žkq r . /dkqr
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Ž Ž ..for every net a x , c which s-converges to T , j s 1, . . . , k q r. Thej, d dj j
extension of polynomials does not depend on the order of the extension;
then by using that c is a homomorphism, c kq r s c , c k s c , and c r s c ,
we have
k r1
P ? Q T s f T , . . . , T ? f T , . . . , TŽ . Ý 1 2 ž /ž /k q r !Ž . sgSkqr
k r
s f T , . . . , T ? f T , . . . , T s P T ? Q T .Ž . Ž .1 2 ž /ž /
Ž .Finally, the injectivity of d follows easily from the facts that L E, F ;
Ž .H E, F and each T g U is, in particular, a continuous linear mappingb EF
Ž .from L E, F into F.
When F s X 9 is a Banach algebra with predual, we define V sE X 9
s*
X X  4D b E = c . An examination of the proof ofŽ .c g M Ž X , X ., csc ( cw* w*
Proposition 3.1 makes it clear that if we want to get a result analogous to
Proposition 3.1 in this case we have to require that the algebra product is
Ž . Ž .separately w X 9, X y w X 9, X -continuous. This is not always true in
Ž .general. In the case of X 9 s F0 the bidual of a Banach algebra F , the
Ž wArens’ product has this property if and only if it is regular see 2, 3.3
x.Theorem . In general any continuous bilinear map on F = F has sepa-
Ž .rately a w*-continuous extension to F0 = F0 if and only if L F, F9 s
Ž . Ž . Ž .L F, F9 . Recall that F is said to be regular if L F, F9 s L F, F9 .w K w K
w xWe refer to 2, 4, 6, 19 for background on regularity.
Now it is clear that an argument similar to that given to show Proposi-
tion 3.1 will work to prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If E is a complex Banach space and F is a complex
Banach algebra which is regular, then there exists a continuous injecti¤e
Ž Ž . .mapping d : V “ M H E, F , F0 .EF 0 b
The following result shows that, in general, the sets G andEF
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F do not coincide. For each x g E, d denotes the pointb x
Ž . Ž . Ž .evaluation at the point x; i.e., d f s f x for all f g H E, F . This is ax b
Ž .homomorphism from H E, F into F which coincides with d . How-b a Ž x, I .
Ž .ever, if we consider for each T g G the mapping d : H E, F “ F asEF T b
defined above, we shall now prove that there exists T g G such thatEF
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .d f M H E, F , F and also that there exist elements of M H E, F , FT b b
which are different from d for every S g G .S EF
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a
Ž .complex Banach algebra and c g M F, F . The following hold:
 4 Ž .1. If c (c / c , then for each x g E R 0 , a x, c is an element of
Ž Ž . .G such that d does not belong to M H E, F , F .EF a Ž x, c . b
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 42. If c (c / c , then for each x g E R 0 , f s c (d is an elementx
Ž Ž . .of M H E, F , F such that f / d for e¤ery S g G .b S EF
Ž . Ž .3. If c (c s c and L E, F s L E, F , then for each z g E0 wew K
ha¤e d s c (d .a Ž z, c . a Ž z, I .
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Since c (c / c , there exists y g F such that c (c y /
Ž .  4 Ž .c y . Let now x g E R 0 and consider w g E9 such that w x s 1. Let
A: E = E “ F be defined by
A a, b s w a ? w b ? y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all a, b g E. If P denotes the 2-homogeneous polynomial associated to
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ...A, then P x s y and d P s P T s P a x, c s c c P x sT
Ž .c (c y . On the other hand
d w m y ? d w m 1 s w m y a x , c ? w m 1 a x , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .T T F F
s a x , c w m y ? a x , c w m 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F
s c w x ? y ? c w x ? 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F
s w x ? c y ? w x ? c 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F
s c y ? c 1 s c y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F
Ž . Ž .where w m y and w m 1 are the elements of L E, F ; H E, F givenF b
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .by w m y a s w a ? y and w m 1 a s w a ? 1 for all a g E, re-F F
spectively. Then
d P / d w m y ? d w m 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .T T T F
Ž . Ž .But P s w m y ? w m 1 and the statement follows.F
Ž .  4 Ž Ž . .2 Let x g E R 0 . Clearly f s c (d belongs to M H E, F , F .x b
< < Ž .If f s d for some S g G then f s d . Thus d f sL ŽE, F . L ŽE, F .S EF S S
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .f f for all f g L E, F ; i.e., f S s c f x for all f g L E, F . Hence
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .S f s a x, c f for all f g L E, F ; therefore S s a x, c . This is a
Ž .contradiction because by part 1 d does not belong toa Ž x , c .
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F .b
Ž . Ž . k Ž .3 By Proposition 2.2.2 and 2.4.2, d P s c (d P sa Ž z, c . a Ž z, I .
Ž .c (d P for every continuous k-homogeneous polynomial P from Ea Ž z, I .
to F and every positive integer k. The conclusion now is immediate.
We are going to give examples where c (c s c and some other cases
Ž .where c (c / c for c g M F, F .
Ž . Žw x.EXAMPLE 3.4. 1 Consider the commutative Banach algebra C 0, 1
Ž .endowed with the supremum norm and the pointwise multiplication .
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Žw x. w x.Take c : C 0, 1 “ C 0, 1 , defined by
1f x , x g 0,Ž . 2
c f x sŽ . Ž . 1 1½ f , x g , 1 ,Ž .2 2
Žw x .for all f g C 0, 1 . We have c (c s c .
Ž . Žw x. ‘Ž .2 Let F be the commutative Banach algebras C 0, 1 or H D ,
the space of all bounded holomorphic functions on the open unit disk
Žw x. Žw x.D ; C with the pointwise multiplication. Let g g C 0, 1 with g 0, 1 ;
w x Ž ‘Ž . Ž . .0, 1 resp. g g H D with g D ; D and such that g ( g / g. Take c :
Ž .F “ F defined by c f s f ( g for every f g F. We have c (c / c .
Ž . w x3 In 11, Sect. 2, Remark it is shown that given an arbitrary
Ž 5 5. Ž .Banach space F, . we can define a product ( on F so that F, q, ( is
A Aa commutative algebra with unit element. A norm . that is equivalent
5 5 Ž A A.to the original norm . and such that F, with the above operation
is a Banach algebra can also be defined in F. The construction is as
follows: Consider a closed hyperplane G of F and e g F R G. Take
Ž .w g F9 such that w e s 1 and G s ker w. If u s ae q x and ¤ s be q y
Ž . Ž .where a, b g C and x, y g G u(¤ [ abe q bx q ay . The equivalent
A A < < 5 5 Ž .norm is defined as u [ a q x for u s ae q x a g C and x g G .
Clearly e is the unit element. It is easy to check that w is a homomorphism
Ž . Ž . Ž .from F to C. Consequently, w m e g M F, F and w m e ( w m e s
w m e.
Ž .4 The space l with pointwise multiplication is a commutative‘
Banach algebra. For each J ; N, J / B, we can define c : l “ l asJ ‘ ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .c x s y with y s x if n g J and y s 0 otherwise, for all x g l .J n n n n n n ‘
Ž .We have c g M l , l and c (c s c .J J J J‘ ‘
Ž .5 For any Banach algebra F there exists a homomorphism c g
Ž .M F, F such that c (c s c . Moreover, if F / C is commutative, then c
wcan be chosen to be different from the identity I: F “ F. Indeed, by 13,
x  Ž .4  Ž . 4Theorem 3.3.2 , B / w m 1 : w g M F ; c : c g M F, F , c (c s c .F
If F / C then w m 1 cannot be I.F
Ž .6 If X is a Banach space, then the Banach space of continuous
Ž .endomorphisms L X, X endowed with the composition operation is a
Ž Ž n n..non-commutative Banach algebra. We have that M L C , C s B for
Ž Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 ..all n G 2 but there exists c g M L C , C , L C , C such that c is
different from the identity Id 2 2 . Indeed, it is well known for alge-L ŽC , C .
Ž .braists and we thank S. Gagola for pointing out to us that for every n ) 1
the algebra of square complex matrices M does not contain any propern
w x Ž .bi-ideal; hence, by 15, Sect. 9, 4.IV , M M s B. Moreover, if c is ann
Ž .element of M M , M such that c (c s c , then c s Id . Indeed, sincen n Mn
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 4ker c is a bi-ideal it coincides with 0 . Hence c is an injective projection;
i.e., c has to be the identity.
Now, consider the mapping c : M “ M defined by2 2
a a a a11 12 22 21c s .a a a až / ž /21 22 12 11
It is very easy to check that c is a homomorphism different from the
ŽŽ ..identity. In fact the mapping c : M “ M defined by c a sn n i j
Ž .a is a homomorphism for every n.nq1yi nq1yj
Ž .7 Given a Banach algebra G, G = G has the structure of a Banach
Ž . Ž . Žalgebra when endowed with the multiplication a , b ? a , b s a ?1 1 2 2 1
. 5Ž .5 5 5 5 54a , b ? b and with the norm a , b s max a , b , for all2 1 2 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .a , b , a , b g G = G. The map c : G = G “ G = G defined as1 1 2 2
ŽŽ .. Ž .c a , b s b , a is a homomorphism such that c (c / c . On the1 1 1 1
ŽŽ .. Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž .other hand c a , b s a , 0 and c a , b s 0, b are homomor-1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
phisms such that c (c s c and c / Id , j s 1, 2. Finally if G isj j j j G=G
non-commutative, G = G is non-commutative too.
Ž Ž . .4. ANALYTIC STRUCTURE ON M H E, F , Fb
This section is a natural continuation and is based upon techniques and
w xresults of 6 .
Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a complex Banach
algebra. By Proposition 2.4 the Zalduendo extension of a continuous
symmetric bilinear mapping A from E = E into F is described as an
Ž . Ž .iterated limit on U . In particular, if L E, F s L E, F , by Prop-EF w K
ositions 2.2.2 and 2.4.2, we have that the extension A is the mapping
defined by
a z , c , a z , cŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2
“ c (c w F , F9 y lim w F , F9 y lim A x , xŽ . Ž . Ž .1, d 2, dž /1 2d d1 2
Ž . Ž .for all z , z g E0 and c g L F, F , where x , d is a net in E which1 2 i i d i
Ž . Ž .converges to z i s 1, 2 . But for each c g L F, F we can consider alsoi
Ž  4. Ž  4.the extension of A to a E0 = c = a E0 = c defined by
a z , c , a z , cŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2
“ c (c w F , F9 y lim w F , F9 y lim A x , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d 2, dž /1 2d d2 1
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Let us recall that E is symmetrically regular if every continuous symmetric
Ž ² :mapping T : E “ E9 is weakly compact T symmetric means Tx, y s
² : .x, Ty for all x, y g E . We claim that if E is symmetrically regular these
two extensions coincide. Indeed, assume that c is the identity on F and
Ž .make the identification a z, I ’ z for all z g E0. As in Remark 2.1, it is
very easy to check that the above extensions coincide with the two Arens
t t w x t textensions A*** and A *** . By 2, 2.3 Theorem A*** s A *** if and
Ž . Ž . t tonly if h( A *** s h( A *** for all h g F9. But this last equality holds
Ž w x.if E is symmetrically regular see, e.g., 8, Corollary 1.9 . The general case
Ž .follows from the trivial fact that c is w F, F9 -continuous for every
Ž .c g L F, F .
Remark 4.1. If E is symmetrically regular, the above argument can be
used to show that the extension of continuous n-linear symmetric map-
pings to the bidual does not depends on the order in which the iterate
limits are made, for every n g N.
Ž .For each z g E0 and each c g M F, F with c (c s c , define t :c , z
Ž . Ž .E “ G by t x s a x q z, c for every x g E. The mapping tEF c , z c , z
U UŽ . Ž . Ž .induces a type of adjoint t : H E, F “ H E, F by t f s f (tc , z b b c , z c , z
Ž .for every f g H E, F where f is the Zalduendo extension of f. We claimb
that t U is a continuous homomorphism. In fact, by Proposition 3.1 thec , z
Zalduendo extension is multiplicative on U and by Proposition 2.2.2EF
s
 4  4a E0 = c ; a E = c ;Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž  4. Uthen since t E is contained in a E0 = c we get that t isc , z c , z
w xmultiplicative. The continuity follows by 20, Proposition 3 .
Ž .For certain pairs E, F , we are going to put an analytic structure on
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F by defining a topology generated by the setsb
U 5 5V [ f (t : z g E0 , z - h , 4f , h I , z
Ž Ž . .where f g M H E, F , F , I denotes the identity on F and h ) 0.b
w xThe proof of the following lemma follows the pattern of 6, Lemma 2.1 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let E be a complex Banach space and let F be a complex
Ž . Ž .Banach algebra such that L E, F s L E, F . If E is symmetrically regu-w K
U U U Ž .lar, then t s t (t for all ¤ , w g E0, where c g M F, F withc , ¤qw c , ¤ c , w
c (c s c .
U Ž . U U Ž .Proof. It is enough to prove t P s t (t P for all P gc , ¤qw c , ¤ c , w
Žn .P E, F , n g N.
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Žn .Fix P g P E, F , and let A be the associated symmetric n-linear
mapping. For t g E0 and x g E,
n
P (t x s P a x q t , c s A a x q t , c , . . . , a x q t , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž / ž /c , t
n
s A a x , c q a t , c , . . . , a x , c q a t , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /
n
k nykns A a x , c , a t , c ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /k
ks0
which by Proposition 2.4,
n
nykn k ks c A a t , c .Ž .Ž .Ý x , . . . , xž /k
ks0
For each k, the k-homogeneous polynomial
nykk kx g E ‹ c A a t , cŽ .Ž .ž /x , . . . , x
is associated to the symmetric k-linear mapping
nykk k kx , x , . . . , x g E ‹ c A a t , c .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /1 2 k x , . . . , x1 k
Since E is symmetrically regular the extension of this k-linear mapping to
sk k kŽ Ž  4.. Ž . 4a E0 = c , which is contained in a E = c ; U , must coin-Ž . EF
cide with the mapping
k 4a z , c , . . . , a z , c g a E0 = cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 k
nyk‹ A a z , c , . . . , a z , c , a t , c , . . . , a t , c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 k
Therefore
Ud (t P s P (t a z , cŽ . Ž .Ž .a Ž z , c . c , t c , t
n
k nykns A a z , c , a t , cŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /k
ks0
s P a z q t , c s d P 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . a Ž zqt , c .
for all z g E0. Now, since for all x g E we have
U U U U Ut (t P x s t t P x s t P (t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /c , ¤ c , w c , ¤ c , w c , ¤ c , w
s P (t a x q ¤ , c ,Ž .Ž .c , w
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Ž .by 4.4 ,
U Ut (t P x s P a x q ¤ q w , cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .c , ¤ c , w
Us P (t x s t P x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /c , ¤qw c , ¤qw
U U UConsequently, t s t (t .c , ¤qw c , ¤ c , w
Ž Ž . . Ž .Consider the mapping p : M H E, F , F “ G defined by p f sb EF
< Ž Ž . .f for all f g M H E, F , F . We claim thatL ŽE, F . b
p f (t U s p f q f ( a z , I ? | 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .I , z
Ž . Ž .for all z g E0, where | is the unit element of H E, F , and a z, I ? |:b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L E, F “ H E, F is defined by a z, I ? | u s a z, I u ? | for allb
Ž .u g L E, F . Indeed,
U U <p f (t u s f (t u s f x ‹ u(t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .L ŽE , F .I , z I , z I , z
s f x ‹ u a x q z , I s f x ‹ a x q z , I uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s f x ‹ I ut t x q z s f x ‹ I ut t x q I ut t zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s f x ‹ u x q f a z , I u ? |Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s f u q f ( a z , I ? | u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .for all u g L E, F .
THEOREM 4.3. Let E be a symmetrically regular complex Banach space
Ž . Ž .and let F be a complex Banach algebra such that L E, F s L E, F .w K
 Ž Ž . . 4Then the family U [ V : f g M H E, F , F , h ) 0 is a basic neighbor-f, h b
Ž Ž . .hood system for a Hausdorff topology on M H E, F , F .b
UŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. ŽProof. Since f (t f s f f (t s f x ‹ f (t x s f x ‹I, 0 I, 0 I, 0
Ž Ž ... Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .f a x s f f , for all f g H E, F and all f g M H E, F , F it fol-b b
lows that f g V for all h ) 0.f, h
Ž Ž . .Now we verify that if w g V , f g M H E, F , F , h ) 0 then forf, h b
some r ) 0 V ; V . Indeed, if w g V then there exists z g E0 suchw, r f , h f , h
5 5 U 5 5that z - h and w s f (t . Consider r s h y z an let t g E0 withI, z
5 5t - r ; then by Lemma 4.2
w (t U s f (t U (t U s f ( t U (t U s f (t UŽ . Ž .I , t I , z I , t I , z I , t I , zqt
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5and z q t F z q t - z q r s h. Hence V ; V .w, r f , h
Finally, we establish that it is a Hausdorff topology. Take f and w in
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F , f / w. We distinguish two cases:b
Ž . Ž . Ž .i p f / p w . We claim that if R ) 0 is chosen such that R
5 5p f y p wŽ .Ž .- and V , V g U, then V l V s B. Otherwise, theref, R w , R f , R w , R5 5 5 5f q w
5 5 5 5 U Uwould exist z, t g E0, z - R, t - R such that f (t s w (t . HenceI, z I, t
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Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .p f q f ( a z, I ? | s p w q w ( a t, I ? | . Thus
p f y p w s f ( a z , I ? | y w ( a t , I ? |Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5F f ? a z , I q w ? a t , IŽ . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F f ? z q w ? t - R f q w ,Ž .
which is a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii p f s p w . We claim that if there exist V , V g U suchf, r w , s
that V l V / B, then f s w. Given u g V l V there are z, t gf, r w , s f , r w , s
5 5 5 5E0 with z - r and t - s satisfying
f (t U s u s w (t U .I , z I , t
Thus f (t U (t U s w (t U (t U . Hence by using Lemma 4.2 we haveI, z I, yz I, t I, yz
U U Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .f s f (t s w (t . Therefore p f s p w q w ( a t y z, I ? | .I, 0 I, tyz
Ž Ž . .Thus w ( a t y z, I ? | s 0. Let x9 g E9 and 1 g F the unit element.F
Ž . Ž Ž .Ž . . ŽThen x9 m 1 g L E, F and w a t y z, I x9 m 1 ? | s 0. Hence w xF F
Ž .Ž . . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .‹ t y z x9 ? 1 s 0. Since w | / 0 and t y z x9 w | s 0 we haveF
UŽ .Ž .that t y z x9 s 0. Therefore t s z and f s w (t s w.I, tyz
COROLLARY 4.4. Let E be a symmetrically regular complex Banach space
Ž . Ž .and let F be a complex Banach algebra such that L E, F s L E, F .w K
Then
Ž Ž . .1. M H E, F , F has an analytic structure as a manifold o¤er E0.b
Ž Ž . .2. M H E, F , F is connected if and only if e¤ery element ofb
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F can be written as d , for some w g E0.b a Žw , I .
Ž . Ž Ž . .3. If there exists f g M F, F such that f / I, then M H E, F , Fb
is non-connected. In particular, if F is a commutati¤e Banach algebra F
which is not isometrically isomorphic to the complex field C, then
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F is non-connected.b
Ž . Ž Ž . . Proof. 1 For every f g M H E, F , F the mapping r : z gb f
5 5 4 Ž . U 5 5E0 : z - h “ V defined by r z s f (t for all z g E0 with zf, h f I, z
- h is a homeomorphism. We only need to see the injectivity. For all
Ž . Ž . U Uz, t g E0, r z s r t implies that f (t s f (t , and since E isf f I, z I, t
U Ž . Ž .symmetrically regular we have f s f (t . Hence p f s p f qI, tyz
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .f ( a t y z, I ? | . Thus f ( a t y z, I ? | s 0. Since f | / 0 and
Ž Ž .Ž . . Ž .Ž .f x “ t y z x9 .1 s 0 for all x9 g E9 we have that t y z x9 s 0.F
Therefore t s z. Then the inverse mapping of r is given by ry1 : V “f f f , h
 5 5 4 y1Ž U . 5 5z g E0 : z - h , r f (t s z, z g E0 with z - h. The familyf I, z
Ž y1 . Ž Ž . . 4V , r : f g M H E, F , F , h ) 0 is the atlas. Moreover, the mani-f, h f b
fold will be analytic if we prove that given two elements of the family
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V , j s 1, 2 such that V l V / B, then there exists z g E0f , h f , h f , h 0j j 1 1 2 2y1 Ž . Ž .such that r ( r z s z y z for all z g f V l V . By hypothe-f f 0 1 f , h f , h2 1 1 1 2 2
5 5 U Usis there exist z g E0 with z - h , j s 1, 2 and f (t s f (t .j j j 1 I, z 1 I, z1 2U U U U U Ž .We have f s f (t (t s f (t (t s f (t . By 4.5 ,2 2 I, z I, yz 1 I, z I, yz 1 I, z yz2 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Ž .p f s p f q f a z y z , I ? | . Hence, p f y f x* m 1 s2 1 1 1 2 2 1 F
Ž Ž .Ž . . ŽŽ .Ž . . Ž .Ž . Ž .f a z y z x* m 1 ? | s f z y z x* ? | s z y z x* f | ,1 1 2 F 1 1 2 1 2 1
Ž .for all x* g E9. We take z s z y z . Now if z g f V l V and0 1 2 1 f , h f , h1 1 2 2y1 Ž . U U Ž .w s r ( r z , then f (t s f (t . Since f | / 0 andf f 2 I, w 1 I, z 12 1
z y w x* f | s p f y f x* m 1 s z x* f | ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 F 0 1
for all x* g E9, we obtain z y w s z .0
Ž . Ž .  U 42 We call sheet to any set of the form S f s f (t : z g E0 ,z
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .where f g M H E, F , F . The sheets are open subsets of M H E, F , Fb b
which either coincide or are disjoint; hence every sheet is also closed.
Ž .Moreover each of them is homeomorphic to E0. Moreover, by 4.4 , given
Ž . Ž .  4f g M F, F and z g E0, S f (d s f (d : w g E0 . Hencea Ž z, I . a Žw , I .
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .M H E, F , F is connected if and only if M H E, F , F s S d sb b a Ž0, I .
 4d : w g E0 .a Žw , I .
Ž . Ž .3 Consider f g M F, F and z g E0, j s 1, 2 such thatj j
f (d s f (d . If we restrict both homomorphisms to the fam-1 a Ž z , I . 1 a Ž z , I .1 1
 4ily b| : b g F , then we have f s f . Now, restricting both homomor-1 2
Ž . 4phisms to 1 y x* 1 : x* g E9 , we obtain z s z . As a consequence, ifF 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists f g M F, F , f / I, then S f (d and S I(d sa Ž0, I . a Ž0, I .
Ž .S d are two non-empty disjoint open and closed subsets ofa Ž0, I .
Ž Ž . .M H E, F , F . Finally, if F is a commutative Banach algebra F / C, theb
Ž .conclusion follows from above and Example 3.4. 5 .
Ž Ž . .Remark 4.5. The key to prove that M H E, F , F is non-connected,b
when F is a commutative Banach algebra distinct from C, is the fact that
Ž .the set of all C-valued non-null homomorphisms M F is non-empty. But
Ž .Example 3.4. 5 and Corollary 4.4.3 show us that there exist finite dimen-
Ž .sional Banach algebras F with the property that M F s B and neverthe-
Ž Ž . .less, M H E, F , F are non-connected analytic manifolds, for every non-b
trivial symmetrically regular Banach space E.
In case F s X 9 is a dual space, if we assume that the product is
Ž .w X 9, X -separately continuous, then the results of this section are also
Žvalid, with the obvious modifications i.e., by using b in place of a and the
.corresponding topologies . In the general case, if the space F is regular,
Ž .then the product on F0 is w F0, F9 -separately continuous.
THEOREM 4.6. Let E be a symmetrically regular complex Banach space. If
Ž .X 9 is a complex Banach algebra with predual X, and its product is w X 9, X -
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Ž Ž . .separately continuous, then M H E, X 9 , X 9 has an analytic structure ofb
manifold o¤er E0. If F is a complex Banach algebra which is regular, then
Ž Ž . .1. M H E, F0 , F0 has an analytic structure as a manifold o¤er E0.b
Ž Ž .. . Ž Ž . .2. M H E, F0 , F0 is connected if and only if M H E, F0 , F0 sb b
 4d : z g E0 .b Ž z, I .
Ž .  4 Ž Ž . .3. If M F0, F0 / Id , then M H E, F0 , F0 is non-connected.F 0 b
In particular, this happens when F is a commutati¤e Banach algebra.
wCorollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 are vector-valued generalizations of 6,
xTheorem 2.2, Corollary 2.4, and Corollary 2.5 .
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